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Let (X, Y) be a random vector in the plane and denote by m(x) = IE( YI X= x) the 
corresponding regression function. We show that the bootstrap approximation for 
the distribution of a smoothed nearest neighbor estimate of m(x) is valid. Also we 
compare, by Monte Carlo, confidence intervals which are obtained from both the 
normal and the bootstrap approximation. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS. 
Let us assume that (X, Y) is a random vector in the plane with distribu- 
tion function Z-Z. Furthermore, denote the distribution (resp. distribution 
function (d.f.)) of X by p (resp. F). If El Y] < co, m(X) := lE( YIX), the condi- 
tional expectation of Y given X is well defined. In order to estimate the 
regression function, at a point x0, we use the smoothed nearest neighbor 
type estimate 
mn(xO) := tnan)-’ i YiKCa,‘(F,(x,)-F,(Xi))I 
i=l 
=a - 1 n 5 YfaU, V”(XO) - F,(x))1 ffn(h &I. (1.1) 
Here (Xi, Yi)r= i is an i.i.d. sample with d.f. H, F, is the empirical d.f. of the 
X sample, H, is the bivariate empirical d.f. of the (X, Y) sample, K is a 
kernel function, and (u~),,~~ is a sequence of bandwidths tending to zero 
at appropriate rates. (1.1) was introduced by Yang [ 1 l] who studied 
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mean square convergence of m,(x,) to m(xo). Stute [S] showed, under 
appropriate conditions, that 
WY2 h(xo) - 4x0)) (1.2) 
has the same normal limit distribution A’“(?,, cri) as 
(na,p2 a, ls (Y - 4x0)) aa, ‘(F(xo) - W))l (ff, - W(k 4J) + 703 
(1.3) 
where 
J’; yo:=l(moF-~)“(F(x,)).~~uiK(u)du if nai -+r (1.4) 
and 
0: := Var( Yl X= x) [ K’(u) du, 
and F-‘(u) := inf{x:F(x) > U} denotes the quantile function of F. Further- 
more, it was pointed out that 
m,o(xo) :z m,(xo) a,’ j ~b,‘Mxo) - F,(x))1 Fn(dx) -’ (1.5) 
is superior to m,(x,) in small sample situations and that (1.5) has the same 
limit distribution as m,(xo). 
In order to construct a nonparametric asymptotic confidence interval for 
m(x,), we can use (1.2) with m,(x,) replaced by m,,(x,). In a small sample 
situation the limit distribution is not in any case a good approximation of 
the d.f. of (1.2). If we consider for example a point x0 which is near the 
extreme values of the X-sample, boundary effects occur, which disappear 
for n -+ GO. These effects cannot be handled by the limit distribution. 
Furthermore, there is an error between (1.2) and (1.3) which also dis- 
appears for n + co. 
In this article we investigate the use of Efron’s bootstrap for an 
approximation of the d.f. of (1.2), cf. Singh [6] for the ordinary sample 
mean. Since the bootstrap mimics the situation at n fixed, it may treat the 
small sample errors better than the limit distribution. To use the bootstrap, 
we first have to define the appropriate resampling scheme. Since the design 
is stochastic and since no assumptions on the error terms are made, the 
resampling has to be done on the observed data (Xi, Y,);= I ; cf. Freedman 
[3] for the linear correlation model. 
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So, let (XT, YT)r=, be an i.i.d. sample with d.f. H, and denote by H,* the 
bivariate d.f. of the (X*, Y*) sample, and by F,* the d.f. of the X* sample. 
The bootstrap version of m,(x,) is then given by 
m,*(xJ := a, ’ s ~KCa,‘(F,yxo) - F,Yx))l fCX& 4) (1.6) 
and of mnO(xO) by 
m:ckJ := m3xo) a,’ j KCa,‘F,yx,) - F,Yx))l F,ydx) 
-1 
. (1.7) 
Denote by P* the probability measure corresponding to the bootstrap 
sample and set 
rn”(.q)) := a, l s YJX~,‘(FM - W))l ff(k &I. 
We now state our main results. 
THEOREM. Assume that F is continuous, lE( Y4) -C co, and m 0 F ~ ’ is 
continuous on some open U c (0, 1). Furthermore, 
K: R + R+ is twice continuously differentiable, vanishing outside 
the interval [ -a, a], a > 0, symmetric around zero, and strongly 
decreasing on [0, a]. (1.8) 
Furthermore, let (a,), be such that 
u,ln(n) -+ 0, nQln(n) + co, (1.9) 
C aL4n2 < co, C {In(n) np’u;‘}3’2 < co. 
n n 
Then with probability one, for ,a a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U, 
sup IP*C(na,)“’ WXxo) - m,(xd) G ~1 
zeR 
- P[(na,)“’ (m,(x,) - fin&J) < zll + 0. 
The next corollaries show that the bootstrap approximation of (1.2) 
holds. 
COROLLARY 1. In addition to the conditions of the theorem assume that 
s K(u) du = 1, m 0 F -’ is twice continuously differentiable on l-J, and naz + 0. 
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Then, with probability one for p a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U, 
- PC(na,)“* (m&d -m(xo)) < z]l + 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the condition of the preceding corollary, with 
probability one for p a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U, 
sup I~*C(na,)“’ ~Gdxd - m,dxd) d 21 =tIW 
- P[(na,)“* (m,,(x,) - m(xJ) < z]l + 0. 
The assumption naz -+ 0 makes sure that the deterministic error, 
(na,)“* (fi,,(xO) - m(xO)) tends to zero. If we choose an optimal sequence 
of bandwidths, nai --) r > 0, the deterministic error tends to yO. Since the d.f. 
of (na,)‘/* (m,*,(xO) - m,,(xO)) only approximates the d.f. of the stochastic 
part, (na,P* h&J - fi,(xd), we have to add an extra error term to the 
bootstrap, if we use optimal bandwidths; cf. Hardle and Bowman [4]. 
COROLLARY 3. Let e,(x,) tend to (mop-‘)” (F(x,)) a.s. for p a.e. x0 
with F(x,) E U. Then, under the conditions of Corollary 1 with naz -+ 0 
replaced by na: + r > 0, with probability one for p a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U, 
m,$(xo) - m,,dx~) + afen j u*K(u) du/2 1 1 <z 
- ~C(na,)“’ (m,dxo) - m(x,)) d zl + 0. 
Remark. One possible candidate for e,(x,) is again a smoothed nearest 
neighbor estimate 
K3 s y~Cb,‘V’,(x,) - F,(x))1 ff,(dx, dy), 
where the kernel R should be chosen such that j R(u) du = j u&(u) du = 0 
and f u’K(‘(u) du = 2, and the bandwidths should tend to zero at an 
appropriate rate. 
2. LEMMAS AND PROOFS. 
In the following we denote by CL,(X) := n”*(F,,(x) - F(x)) the empirical 
process, and by NIX) := n”‘(F,*(x) - F,(x)) its bootstrap version. 
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Let (vi):= i be i.i.d. and uniformly distributed on the unit interval. 
Denote by &, Cc, (resp. F; ‘) the empirical d.f., the empirical process (resp. 
the empirical quantile function corresponding to (vi);= i. Throughout the 
proofs we shall often use the uniform representation 
F,,=FHoF, a,=E,,oF, F;‘+-‘oF,~. 
For the bootstrap quantities we have to choose (vi)‘=, independently of 
(Xf)~,, t0 get 
F,*=F”oF,,, cr,*=Cr,aF,,, Fir-1 =F-loF-l I ” II’ 
When we use this representation we denote the underlying probability by 
P. 
Throughout this section we assume w.1.o.g. that K has support [ - 1, 11. 
For x,, fixed, we set 
K,(G, x) := K[a,‘(G(x,) -x)-J, 
and 
K;(G, x) := K’[a,‘(G(q,) -x)-j, 
L,(G, c) := {x: IG(x,) - G(x)1 <c-a,}, 
where G is an arbitrary distribution function and c > 0. 
In the first two lemmas we recall some results for the oscillation behavior 
of cr;. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that a,, + 0, naz/ln(n) -+ co and ci>O for i= 1,2. 
Then for some constant c > 0, 
(i) P[lim sup,, m (a,ln(n))-“* 
suPxEL.(Fn,c,)uL,(F,c2) Len -a&)1 <cl = 1 
(ii) p*[(a,ln(n))-‘I* 
~UP,..“(,~,.,),,“(,, q) b”(%) -%(X)l <cl + 1 as. 
(iii) !?*[(a,ln(n))-‘I* 
SUP,~~~(~:. c,)uL,(F. c2) IGI+J - GWl < cl + 1 a.~. 
Proof: Since L,(F,, cI)c {x:JF(x,)-F(x)1 <c,a,+2l)F,-FII}, we 
have that 
p[(a,ln(n))-‘I* SUP I~,h) - an(x cl 
XE LdFn. Cl)” L.(F, ‘.2) 
< P[(a,ln(n))~“* SUP Ia, - an( > cl 
XE L,(F, (2 + Cl + cz)) 
+ Y IIF, - FII ’ 4. 
683’32.2-4 
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Assertion (i) now follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma, if we apply 
Lemma 2.3 in Stute [7] to the first term and the Dvoretzky-Kiefer- 
Wolfowitz [l] bound to the second. Using the uniform representation of 
the bootstrap quantities, we get that L,(F,*, ci) c {x: IR’,,(xO) -F,,(x)1 6 
clan + 2(/Fn - iAl( } and, therefore, 
P*[(a,ln(n)))“’ sup I~,(%) - @)I ’ cl x E L,(f$ (‘I)” L,(F, c2) 
6 P[(a,ln(n)))“’ sup I%h) - %b)l > cl x~L,(F~.(2+‘~I))VL”(F,rZ) 
+ P( IIFn - idI1 > a,). 
As (4n(W”2 su~.~~~,(~,, (2+~,j)v L.(F, c2) IGL,(x~) - a,(x)1 is deterministic 
with respect to P, (ii) follows from (i) and the DKW bound [l]. 
The LIL, Serfling [S, Theorem B, p. 621, yields that IIF, - Fll/a,, --) 0 
a.s. Therefore, we obtain a.s. that L,(F, cz)c {x: IF,(x,)--F,(x)1 < 
21/FE - FII + ~,a,) c L,(F,, (2 + cz)) for n sufficiently large. The remaining 
part of the lemma follows from 
lP*[(unln(n))-‘/2 sup b%d - ‘Kxx)l ’ cl .rt L”(FZ, Cl) u Ln(F, (2)  
6 P[(u,ln(n)))“2 sup I~“(~n(xcl)) - &7(~n(x))l ’ cl 
XE L,(F,, (2 + (‘I + 0)) 
+ P( lIFti - idI1 z=- a,), 
Lemma 2.3 in Stute [7] and the DKW inequality [ 11. 1 
LEMMA 2. Under the conditions of the lust lemma, we have, with prob- 
ability one, that for each E > 0 there exists C, > 0 and n, E N such that for 
all n>n,, 
P*[u,“2 sup I(cc%) - ~wn’w)l ’ Gl <ET UE u, 
where 
U” := {u:O < u < 1, IF(x,) - F(F,‘(u))/ < c,u,} u (u:O < 24 < 1, 
IK%J - ul < c24. 
Proof: As in Lemma 1, part (iii). i 
Since F is continuous, Xi, . . . . X, are distinct with probability one. There- 
fore, the resampling on the observed data (Xi, Y,);=, may be done in the 
following way. Obtain X* according to F,, and take 13X*) as the corre- 
sponding Y* value, where J~x)=C~=, Y,. 1 (x,,(x). Then (X*, Y*) has 
the d.f. H, and we get the representation 
m,*(xO) = a; I I J,Yx) K,V’,*, FXx)) F,ydx). 
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By Taylor’s expansion of K at the point (F(x,) - F(x))/a,, we have that 
m,*(x()) = a, l I JXX) K(F, F(x)) ctdx) 
+ ag2 i JXX)Cfx%) - ctx) - F(-%) + W)l 
x KM, F(x)) FXdx) 
+ G3 I JXXKCM - cxx) - F(x,) + JIx)12 
x ~“(~??lx)Y2cl~x) 
=:z:+z:+z:, 
and 
m,(x,) = a, l s YUFY F(x)) ffn(dx, dY) 
+ n - 1’2a,2 s Y(kkl) - a,(x)) K(F, F(x)) H,(dx, y) 
+ n- 1c3 s Y(%M - %W2 K”(d,(x)) H,(dx, y) 
where d,Yx) is between (F,Yx,) - Fxx))/a, and (F(x,)-F(x))/a,, and 
d,(x) between (F,(x,) - F,(x))/a, and (F(x,) - F(x))/u,. 
LEMMA 3. (nu,)‘12 Z, + 0 with probability one us n + co. 
Proof Since (x:K”(d,(x)) #0} c L,(F,, 1) u L,(F, 1) =: L,, we have 
that 
((nu,)“2 Z,l d ln(n)(na5)-1’2 { (u,ln(n))-li2 sup Ia,(xo) - ~,(x)j}’ 
XSL" 
x s II Yll IIK”Ill2~,(~x, dY). 
The assertion now follows from Lemma l(i), ln(n)(nui) P”2 + 0, and the 
SLLN. l 
LEMMA 4. For almost all sample sequences and each E > 0, 
p*[(nu,)“’ IZfl > E] -9 0 as n-roe. 
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ProojI Again we have that {x:K”(dax)) #O} c L,,(F,*, 1) u L,(F, 1) 
=: L,*, hence 
x ueb.J -@xx)) + (%(X0) - %&a~’ IK”Il/2~,y~x) 
Gln(n)(na),)-1’2 I( j IJ,Yx)l F%dx) 
where we used (a + b)2 < 2(u2 + b2) for the last inequality. By Lemma l(i) 
and (ii), together with In(n). (nui)-“‘+O, the proof is complete if we 
show that P* [ Ij (J,Yx)l Z’Xdx) - E( ( YI )I > E] + 0 a.s. But this is an easy 
consequence of Chebychev’s inequality and the SLLN. 1 
In the following six lemmas we deal with (nu,)“’ (IT- I,). 
LEMMA 5. For almost all sample sequences and each F > 0, 
(&&)-n-‘/2u,2 
x 5 JXx)(~%J - &Xx)) K;V’, F(x)) F,*(dx) > E 1 1 -, 0. 
Proof. As 
I*- n-1’2u;2 2 
s 
J~x)(~,*(x,) - a,Yx)) Kk(F, F(x)) F3dx) 
=n -l/2u-2 n s J,*(x)hkJ - a,(x)) KSf’~ F(x)) J’W4, 
which is a sum of i.i.d. r.v. with (P* - ) expectation 
inequality yields that the probability above is bounded by 
Z,, Chebychev’s 
&p2u;3n-1E*[ {Jf(X*)(a,(xo) - aJX*)) Kh(F, F(X*))}2] 
<Ep2np1u;21n(n) {(unln(n)))1’2 sup la,(x,)-a,(x)l}2 
XCL,(F,l) 
x (IK’I12.n-’ i Yf. 
i= 1 
The last term tends to 0 by the SLLN, Lemma l(i) and (1.9). m 
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ap3’2 ” s J3x)(Glxd -a,*(x)) KM, F(x)) Ctdx). 
In the following lemma we prove that the measure F,* can be replaced 
by F,. 
LEMMA 6. For almost all sample sequences and each E > 0, 
P* ai312 
i IJ 
J,*(x)(or,*(x,,) - c$x)) Kn(F, F(x))(F,*- F,J(dx) > E + 0. I 1 
Proof. Define 
6Xx, z) :=J,Yx) JW’, KW-m,,,(z)- l+q&)j~ 
to get 
JiXx)(&Xxd - %Xx)) KM, F(x)) = ~2’~ j &Xx, zW,*- FJdz) 
and therefore, by Markov’s inequality, as a bound for the probability 
above 
&p2a;3nlE* 
[ir 
2 
k%x, z)(F,*-F,)(dz)(F,*-- F,)(dx) II =: &p2a;3nc,. 
Since (nai)-’ -+ 0 it remains to prove that n’c,, is bounded as. As in the 
proof of Lemma B on page 223 in Serfling [S] with the special V-statistic 
Jkzx, z)(F,*- F,,)(dz)(FX- F,J(dx), we can bound c,, the second (P* - ) 
moment of the V-statistic, by n-*c{n-’ Cr=, Yf + [n-r I:= I ) YiJ]‘}, 
where c is a constant, depending only on I( K’I(. The SLLN then proves the 
lemma. 1 
The next lemma justifies the replacement of J,Yx) by m(x). 
LEMMA 7. With probability one and p a.e. x0, for each E > 0, 
P* ac3’* 
[ /j 
(J%x) - m(x))(a3x0) - a3x)) KL(F, F(x)) FJdx) > E + 0. I 1 
Proof: By Markov’s inequality the above probability is 
equal to 
less than or 
E-2a-3 -2 n n i BiBjKiKjE*(ATA,?) =: E-~L,,, 
i,j= I 
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where we have set AT:= @(x0) - m,*(X,), Bi := Yi-m(X,), and K, := 
KA(F, F(Xi)). To show that lim sup L, =O a.s. for p a.e. x0, we apply 
Borel-Cantelli. First observe that 
E(B,B,B,B,~ K,K,K,K,E*(A,*A,*) lE*(A,*Ayg) = 0 
if there is one index in the sequence of indices i, j, k, I, which is contained 
only once in the sequence. With I[E*(AFAf)j < 8 we therefore obtain, again 
by Markov’s inequality, that for 6 > 0 
P(L,>6)6ca,bn-4{nllR’114 E(B;‘)+n(n- 1) E(B:K:)Z}, 
where c > 0 is an appropriate constant depending only on 6. By (1.9) it 
remains to show that lim sup a;2E(B:K:)2 < co for p a.e. x0. Since F(X) 
is uniformly distributed on [0, 11, we get 
a,’ LE(B:K:) = a,’ W({ y- WfH’ Ifw)) KK WN21 
=a -’ n s l M(u) K’(F, u)2du 0 
where M(u) := E( { Y- m(X)}‘1 F(X) = u). Theorem 10.49 in Wheeden 
and Zygmund [lo] yields that the last term tends to a finite constant, 
depending on F(x,), for Lebesgue almost all F(x,). Therefore, 
lim sup a;‘E(BTK:) < 00 for p a.e. x0. fl 
Next, we replace m(x) by m(x,). 
LEMMA 8. With probability one and p a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U, for each 
&>O 
(m(x) -m(xo))(a~xo) - &f(x)) K;(F, F(x)) F,(dx) > E -+ 0. 
I 1 
Proof Transformation of the above integral gives 
a;lj2 sup Ia,* -a,YF;‘(u))l 
UE U” 
XU,’ 
5 ’ IW’,‘bd) -m&,)1 IR;(F, F(F,‘(u)))l du > E 0 1 
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as a bound for the probability in question, where 
Un:= {UE(O, l):IF(x,)-F(F,‘(u))l <a,}. 
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By the mean value theorem we have that 
a; ’ s ; ImV’,‘W -4x,)1 VW’, W’,‘(4)) - KW, u)l du 
<a;’ IIK”ll IIF(F;‘) - idl( J*’ Im(F;‘(u)) -m(x,)l du. 
0 
Since IIF(P;‘) - idll d IIF- F,ll + K’, the LIL, cf. Serfling [S, Theorem B, 
p. 621, implies that a;‘IIF(F;‘) - idi] + 0 as. Furthermore, 
s d Im(F;‘(u)) - m(x,)l du + E( /m(X) - m(xo)l ) 
as. 
by the SLLN. According to Lemma 2, it remains to show that 
a” PI j1 Im(F;‘(u))-m(x,)J IKL(F, u)l du-+O a.s. for p a.e. x0. 
0 
Use the uniform representation of F;’ to show that the integral above 
equals 
s 1, IW;-m’(~;l(FCxo) - wJ)) - W~‘(F~xo))h 
x IK(u)l du for p a.e. x0. 
Observing that sup,: ,u, G I IF, ‘(F(x,) - ua,) - F(x,)l < [IF,’ - idll + a, -P 0 
a.s., the assertion follows from the continuity of m o F- ’ at F(x,) E U. i 
Considering the proof of Lemma 8 again, we find 
LEMMA 9. With probability one and p a.e. x0, for each E > 0, 
m(xo)($Xxo) - &U';'(u))) 
x (K;(F, F(F,‘(u)))- K’,(F, u))du >E +O. I 1 
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LEMMA 10. For a.e. sample sequence and p a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U we 
have, for each E > 0, 
m(xo)(Ctxo) - CfK’(4)) 
x Kk(F, u) du + a; I” s 
m(xo) K,(F, F(x)) a,ydx) > E I 1 + 0. 
Proof: For 0 < F(x,) < 1 choose n sufficiently large to get 
j; K;(F, u) du = 0, K,(F, 1) = 0, and K,(F, 0) = 0. Integration by parts then 
implies the equality of the first integral to 
- a; 1’2m(xo) s ’ K,,(F, u) dc#F; l(u)). 0 
A straightforward examination of this term shows the equality to 
-a; “’ m(xo) s ’ K,t(F, FAX- 1) CXdx), 0 
where K,(F, F,,(x-)) denotes the left-hand limit of K,(F, F,(x)). By 
Chebychev’s inequality we have 
m(xo)’ C2a;ln-’ i Var*CK,K F&f,*- )) - K,(F, Wi*))I 
i= 1 
as a bound for the probability above. From the mean value theorem, this 
can be bounded by 
m(xO)’ EC2a;’ I1K'll'{a,'su~IF(x)-F,(x-)l)~. 
XE R 
Since F is continuous, supXcR IF(x) - F,(x- )I = IIF, - Fll, we get, by LIL, 
lim sup a; 3’2 supXER IF(x) - F,(x)1 =0 a.s., whence the assertion. i 
We are now in a position to give the 
Proof of the theorem. By the theorem in Stute [8] and since N(0, G:) 
is continuous, we have to prove that (na,,)li2 (mxx,)-m,(x,)) tends to 
Jlr(O, G:) in distribution for P almost all sample sequences and p a.e. x0 
with F(x,) E U. Upon using the lemmas, it remains to show that for P 
almost all sample sequences 
n ‘Pa ~ l/2 n s (J,*(x) -4x0)) KU? Fb)W,*- FJ dx (2.1) 
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tend to N(O, r~i) in distribution for p a.e. x0 with F(xO) E U. Define, for IZ 
fixed, 
Z$ :=~,“~{(Jn*(X~)-m(x~)) K,,(F, F(X:)) 
- ~*(K!WY -4x0)) K,z(J’~ W3))) 
and observe that (2.1) is equal to ,P1’2 CYcl Zzi, where (.Zih= 1 ,..., n are 
i.i.d. with zero mean. For the (P* - ) variance of this standardjzed sum we 
get 
Theorem 3, together with the remark on page 893 in Stute [9] implies 
Mn.1 + 4 P a.s. for p a.e. x0, where we have to observe that 
lE(( Y- m(xo)’ I F(X) = F(x,)) is equal to lE(( Y - rn(~,)~I X=x0) p a.s. By 
the same argument we get M,,, + 0 P a.s. for .U a.e. x0, therefore, 
[  
”  
Var* n-II2 = 1 Zj$ +a:, P a.s. for p a.e. x0. (2.2) i l 
It remains to verify Lindeberg’s condition for the array ((Z$)r= l)n E N. This 
amounts to 
~*(z,** 1 {Z,‘Qen)) -+ 0 (2.3) 
for each E > 0, where Z,* := Zz,, , As in the proof of (2.2) 
i=l 
tends to zero P a.s. for ,u a.e. 
for p a.e. x0 with F(‘(x~)E U, 
” 
x,,. So, since na, + co, it suffices to show that 
lim SUP C Af,i 1 f Y;)~~~,} < a, P a.s., 
n+m i=l 
where 
‘n,i’=(Yi-m(x,))Kn(F, F(Xi))-npl i (Y,-WI(X,)) K,(F, F(X,)). 
j= I 
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Observing naz + co, this follows from lE() YI ‘13) < 00, since then 
lim sup 1 Yi 1 *j3/i = 0, 
i-00 
P as. 1 
Proof of Corollary 1. In the preceding proof we saw that 
(na,)“’ (m,*(xO) -m,(x,)) tends to .N(O, cri) in distribution for P almost 
all sequences and p a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U. According to the continuity 
of JV(O, 0:) it remains to show that (rzan)lj2 (m,(x,) -m(xO)) tends 
to N(0, 0:) in distribution for ~1 a.e. x0 with F(x~)E U. But this is the 
assertion of the corollary in Stute [S]. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2. As mentioned in the introduction in Stute [8], 
(na,,)“’ (m,,(x,) - m(x,)) tends to J”(O, gi) in distribution for p a.e. x0 
with F(x,) E U. Defining 
we have that nz,,(x,) = m,(x,)/f,(x,) and m&(x,,) = m~xO)/f~xo). Since 
(wJ1’2 WXxd -w&d) 
= (wY2 {(mn*(x,)-m,(x,))f,(x,)-m,(~,)(f,*(x~) -fn(xO))l 
x {f 3x0) .f,(x,)> -I, 
the desired result follows by the preceding theorem if we show that for P 
a.e. sample sequence and p a.e. x,, with F(x,) E U, 
m&d + m(xd, fn(x0) + 17 (2.4) 
and 
P*C(na,)“’ If 3x0) -fn(xO)l > El --, 0, for each s>O. (2.5) 
But (2.4) is an immediate consequence of Stute [9, Theorem 31, and (2.5) 
is obtained by checking the preceding lemmas with Yi replaced by 1. 1 
Proof of Corollary 3. Since (naz)“’ e,(x,) j u2K(u) du/2 + yO a.s. for p 
a.e. x0 with F(x,) E U, the assertion can be derived as in the proof of 
Corollary 2 together with Remark 1 in Stute [8]. 1 
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3. SOME SIMULATION RESULTS 
In the following we use Corollary 2 to construct 90% confidence inter- 
vals for m(x,,). Having observed the data (x,, yr), . . . . (x,, y,), we calculate 
the 5% and 95 % quantiles of the distribution function of 
(wJ”* bG&o) - w&d), an d use them as an approximation of the 5 % 
(resp. 95 % ) quantile of the distribution function of (NZ,)“~ 
(m&x,)-m(x,)). Since the exact calculation of the bootstrap quantiles 
is too comprehensive, we use a Monte-Carlo evaluation; cf. Efron 
[2, Chap. 51. For this we draw a bootstrap sample from H, of size n 
and calculate m,$,(xo). This is done 1000 times, and we take 
bLP2 wm4(50, -T&o)) as an estimate for the 5% bootstrap 
quantile (resp. (nu,)‘/* ((m,*(x,),,,,, - m,,(x,)) for the 95 % bootstrap 
quantile), where ((wz,*,(x,))(~,)~=~ d enote the ordered bootstrap values. 
After this, we compute the bootstrap confidence interval 
C2wzohJ - bGh))(!950,~ 24d-Q) - kGh))cm,l. (3.1) 
In our simulation study we examined two models: 
Modell:X-U(-l,l),&-U(-0.5,0.5),Xindependentofa, 
Y = 5x2 + 7x+ E; (3.2) 
Model 2 :X and E as in (3.2), but 
Y=5X*+7X+(X+l)&; (3.3) 
where U(a, b) denotes the uniform distribution on (a, b). For sample size 
n = 50 we constructed, for each point X~E (-0.7, -0.4, -0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.4, 
0.7}, 100 intervals, using the bootstrap approximation, as described above, 
and 100 intervals by normal approximation, using the corollary in Stute 
[S] with mnO(xO) in place of m,(x,). Put 
-1 
-2 ._ 
60 .- 
NJ 
y*K(f’,z, F,,(x)) H,(k &I 
I{ 
j KP’,, J’,(x)) Fn(dx) 
-4&o) 
11 
K2( u) du (3.4) 
as an estimate for 0;. For K and a, we used 
K(x) := 3/4( 1 - x)’ I[- 1,1,(x) 
and 
a, := (n In(n))-“’ = 0.35. 
Table I shows the result. 
(3.5) 
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TABLE I 
Eg. (3.2)-Model 1 Eg. (3.3)-Model2 
C.P.(%) w. C.P.(%) W. 
X0 N.A. B.A. N.A. B.A. N.A. B.A. N.A. B.A. 
-0.7 14 57 0.42 0.52 0 31 0.38 0.51 
-0.4 33 58 0.9 1 0.9 35 65 0.84 0.85 
-0.2 82 85 1.34 1.28 85 87 1.34 1.24 
0 91 91 1.8 1.7 91 93 1.87 1.78 
0.2 99 86 2.26 2 97 90 2.32 2.05 
0.4 99 90 2.62 I .99 99 90 2.66 2.05 
0.7 32 32 2.48 2.06 48 50 2.53 2.07 
Note. C.P.--coverage probability of the 100 intervals; W.-average interval width of the 
100 intervals; N.A.-normal approximation; B.A.-bootstrap approximation. 
In both models the regression function equals 
m(x,) = 5x; + 7x,, (3.6) 
while 
Var( Y 1 X= x0) = l/12 in model 1 (3.7) 
and 
Var( Y 1 X= x0) = (x,, + 1)2/12 in model 2. (3.8) 
The bad C.P. at the points -0.7 and 0.7 is due to boundary effects. 
Nevertheless, the point x0 = -0.7 in Model 2 is quite interesting, since the 
regression function attains its minimum there, while the variance is very 
small. Both facts together result in skew and small intervals when we use 
normal approximation. 
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